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FAT AWAY
T

he 5 in 1 Cryo Laser-Lipo System
is a Multi-functional fat loss system
that can be used in conjunction with
Ozone Technology to help get rid of those
stubborn pockets of fat. It is a non-invasive,
non- surgical procedure that involves the
cooling of fat cells to induce lipolysis - the
breaking down of the fat cells - to reduce body
fat without damage to other tissues.

so... WHAT IS THE GOAL?

with the

5 in 1

CRYOLIPOLYSIS

The goal of the Cryo Laser-Lipo treatments are to
remodel the shape of the body and get rid of bulges
of resistant fat - without the downtime of liposuction
or surgical treatments - in a natural way.

How does it work?
Fat cells contain ‘triglyceride’, and in particularly
low temperatures it is converted into a solid,
which leads to the breaking down of those
particular fat cells. Using advanced cooling
technology to selectively target fat bulges, the
Cryo Laser-Lipo System can eliminate the fat
cells through a gradual process which doesn’t
harm the surrounding tissues. When fat cells
are exposed to the precise cooling of the
system, they trigger a natural process of
removal that gradually reduces the
thickness of the fat layer and are then
gently eliminated through the body’s
natural metabolic processes.
Laser-Lipo is quickly growing in popularity
due to the fact that it carries far less
risks than liposuction and other surgical
procedures, is non invasive, and
doesn’t result in down time or scarring.
With Laser-Lipo, specific areas can be
targeted for treatment, including hard to
reach and sensitive areas, such as the
tummy, arms, hips, outer and inner thighs.

40KHz Cavitation:
Through the use of 40KHz sound waves that are emitted
into the body, friction is caused between the fat cells.
This causes effective consumption of calories and
moisture within the cells, reducing their size.
The impact of the sound waves can also cause
the cells to break apart instantaneously, which
then allows them to be expelled from the body
in a natural way.

Body Radio-Frequency:
Using High-frequency Electromagnetic
wave therapy, or RF Therapy, the skin
& tissue is deeply penetrated, creating
heat. This promotes skin regeneration,
causes fat cells to shrink & tightens the
skin, resulting in a firmer,
slimmer look.
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